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Digital phenotyping of individual
feed intake in Atlantic salmon
(Salmo salar) with the X-ray
method and image analysis
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Stein-Kato Lindberg3, Ashie T. Norris5, Anna Kristina Sonesson1

and Bjarne Gjerde1

1Department of Breeding and Genetics, Norwegian Institute of Food, Fisheries and Aquaculture
(Nofima), Ås, Norway, 2Nutrition and Feed Technology, Nofima, Fyllingsdalen, Norway, 3Department
of Seafood Industry, Nofima, Tromsø, Norway, 4Research Station for Sustainable Aquaculture,
Nofima, Sunndalsøra, Norway, 5Mowi Genetics AS, Bergen, Norway
The primary barrier to research into feed efficiency of Atlantic salmon

(Salmo salar) is the lack of a reliable method to assess individual feed intake in

large cohorts of fish over a growth period. A method with potential is the X-ray

method, which images radio-opaque markers (beads) in feed consumed by fish.

However, the time taken to count the markers in the digestive tract of fish is

extremely onerous and the method has previously been shown to have low

repeatability. Furthermore, the method has not been assessed and optimized for

Atlantic salmon. Firstly, we made use of image analysis to count beads within the

digital radiographs, which was highly correlated to manual counting by human

observers (R2 = 0.99). Remarkably, image counting was up to 6 times faster than

human counting when the number of beads per fish was high (> 300 per fish). We

investigated the potential effect of different sources of error on the feed mass to

bead count calibration equation and found the effects of X-ray exposure setting

and the position of pellets on the X-ray plate to be negligible on the bead counts

of both human and image analysis. We tested different feeding periods with the

time of the X-ray images to minimize the loss of beads through defecation. We

found that fish should be X-rayed within 6.5–11 hours of first being offered feed

for a 6-hour feeding period which fed the entire daily ration. Lastly, we assessed

the repeatability of feed intake over a 70-day growth period from 80–300 grams

and found feed intake to be significantly and moderately repeatable (r = 0.45 ±

0.11), indicating developments in the method result in a consistent ranking of

individual fish based on feed intake from three repeated measurements. The X-

ray method combined with image analysis greatly reduces counting time without

compromising accuracy, achieves promising repeatability, and is feasible in

Atlantic salmon parr.
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1 Introduction

Feed plays a key role in the economic and environmental

performance of Atlantic salmon production, with the cost of feed

accounting for over 50% of the total production cost (Iversen et al.,

2020) and 73–80% of the carbon footprint (Winther et al., 2020).

Improving the amount of edible product relative to the feed input of

Atlantic salmon (i.e. feed efficiency) offers considerable potential to

improve both profitability and environmental sustainability without

harming overall production (Kause et al., 2006b). There is evidence

of genetic variation in feed efficiency of Atlantic salmon (Thodesen

et al., 1999; Thodesen et al., 2001; Kolstad et al., 2004; Dvergedal

et al., 2019) as well as other salmonids (Kinghorn, 1983; Kinghorn,

1983; Hatlen et al., 1997; Hatlen et al., 1997; Henryon et al., 2002;

Henryon et al., 2002; Kause et al., 2006a; Kause et al., 2006a). Thus,

selective breeding is one possible strategy for improving feed

efficiency, but obtaining records on individual feed intake is a

serious bottleneck.

The practical difficulties with recording feed intake of individual

fish in diverse aquatic and production environments have resulted

in several methods of recording feed intake in fish, each with its own

set of advantages, disadvantages, and constraints (Jobling et al.,

2007; de Verdal et al., 2018). The X-ray method has shown

potential, as it allows for non-invasive and repeated recordings of

large numbers of fish without the need for individual confinement,

sacrificing or starving the fish as well as eliminating the need for

handling radioactive or chemical agents. The X-ray method

estimates individual feed intake through the use of radio-opaque

markers in the pelleted feed and a calibrated radio-opaque marker

technique (Talbot and Higgins, 1983). Fish are anesthetized and

radiographed after they have been offered feed containing beads.

The number of beads in the radiograph is manually counted and

used to estimate the mass of consumed feed. Research scale genetic

evaluations using this method have not been conducted in Atlantic

salmon. The largest drawback to the X-ray method is that human

observers are required to count the number of beads in the

radiographs which is tedious, time-consuming, and can be error-

prone (Jobling et al., 1993). When conducted in large-scale genetic

evaluations, the counting time alone can take hundreds of personnel

hours, greatly increasing the costs of measurement. Whilst image

analysis tools offer the possibility to semi-automate counting, their

use has not been validated (Walker et al., 2012).

When adapting a method to a new species, consideration must

be given to how species biology and technical aspects of a method

interact. The time between the fish first being offered feed

containing radio-opaque beads and the time of X-ray, needs to be

optimized to ensure the fish have sufficient time to consume the

daily ration of feed, whilst preventing markers from being defecated

(Jobling et al., 2007). The relationship between the number of

markers and the feed mass is particularly important as this is

used to predict the mass of consumed feed in the fish’s digestive

tract through a calibration equation. Lastly, high intraindividual

variation in feed intake between days has been reported for

salmonids, resulting in low repeatability of the method (Toften

et al., 1997; Kause et al., 2006a). As repeatability is the upper
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threshold for heritability, it is necessary to evaluate the repeatability

of the X-ray technique before expansion to large-scale selection

experiments. Lastly, the repeatability of a method can also inform

the optimal number of X-ray images per individual needed for a

given grow-out period.

Thus, the objectives of the current study were to 1) Test an

image analysis program for the counting of radio-opaque beads in

Atlantic salmon, 2) Assess the relative error of the calibration

equation for feed mass of the extruded feed between the manual

and the image analysis bead counts, 3) Determine the length of time

between feeding periods and X-ray times in relation to

gastrointestinal passage rate for Atlantic salmon, 4) Evaluate the

repeatability of daily feed intake in Atlantic salmon over the

freshwater growth period.
2 Materials and methods

This study is comprised of three separate experiments which are

described chronologically below and graphically summarized in

Figure 1. The three experiments were all conducted on the same

experimental fish, which were fed the same feed and X-rayed using

the same radiographic equipment. For the sake of brevity, we will

describe the commonalities between the three experiments followed

by the individual experiments. The first experiment X-rayed known

masses of feed and the number of markers was counted by a manual

observer or using image analysis to compare the accuracy and time

of both methods. In addition, the influence of position on the X-ray

plate or the X-ray exposure setting was investigated on beads

counts. In the second experiment, groups of fish were offered the

entire daily ration of feed containing radio-opaque markers for

different periods and then X-rayed at different time increments to

contrast the percentage of beads in the distal intestine as a proxy for

passage rate. In the third experiment, fish were X-rayed on three

occasions over 70 days and the repeatability of feed intake, body

length, and body weight was estimated.
2.1 Animal ethics statement

This study used measurements taken from a family-based

genetics experiment carried out at the Research Station for

Sustainable Aquaculture (59.66°N, 10.76°E) (Nofima AS,

Sunndalsøra, Norway). The study was conducted in strict

compliance with the regulations for experiments on live animals

in Norway (FOR-2015-06-18-761) and the EU (Directive 2010/

637EU). The experiment was approved by the Norwegian Food

Safety Authority (FOTS ID 23718).
2.2 Feed production

Feed was produced by extrusion using a Wenger TX-52 twin

screw extruder (Wenger manufacturing INC, Sabetha, USA) at the

Feed Technology Centre (Nofima AS, Bergen, Norway) to meet the
frontiersin.org
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known requirements of salmonid fish. Two types of feed were

produced; a control feed and a radio-opaque feed (same as the

control feed) containing 3.0% radio-opaque glass beads (0.4–

0.6 mm Ø) (Jobling et al., 2007) (Table S1) (Sigmund Lindner

GmbH, Warmensteinach, Germany). The control feed is fed to the

fish the majority of the time and the radio-opaque feed is only fed

before X-ray imaging. Both feeds were extruded through die holes

with a 2.5 mm diameter, giving a final pellet of approximately 3mm.

To ensure the feeds had identical ingredients, the beads were added

to the last 50kg of the mixture used to produce the control feed and

mechanically mixed in the extruder to ensure the consistency of

beads within the feed.

A feed sample of 500 g was taken from both feeds and stored at

4°C for chemical analyses. The formulation and chemical

composition of the two feeds are given in Table S2, both were

analyzed for dry matter (drying at 103°C to stable weight; ISO

6496:1999), crude fat (Soxhlet, with acid hydrolysis; EC 152/200),

crude protein (Kjeldahl analysis, ISO 5983, 2005), ash (combustion

at 550°C, ISO 5984:2002) and gross energy (bomb calorimetry;

ISO 9831:1998).
2.3 Design and fish

As part of a larger trial, a total of 700 Atlantic salmon parr were

individually tagged with passive integrated transponders (PIT-tags)

(HPT12 12mm, Biomark Ltd, Boise, USA, www.biomark.com) by

MOWI Genetics AS (MOWI ASA, Øyerhamn, Norway). In August

2020 at an average weight of 48.9 ± 7.9 grams (mean ± standard

deviation), the fish were delivered to the Research Station for

Sustainable Aquaculture. The fish were reared in two freshwater

flow-through tanks (volume = 3.2 m3, diameter = 2m) each

containing 350 fish. The water temperature was maintained at

12°C with a tolerance of ± 1°C and the dissolved oxygen ranged

from 94–115%.
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2.4 X-ray facilities

All X-rays were taken within the radiology unit at the Research

Station for Sustainable Aquaculture within a lead-shielded room.

The X-ray source is an IMS Giotto mammography system (model

number 6020/3, IMS Giotto, Bologna, Italy) equipped with a

computer radiology system comprised of an FCR Profect image

plate reader and FCR Console (Fuji Medical Inc., Japan). The X-ray

source was set to 22 kVp/50 mAs with a resolution of the system of

20 pixels/mm.
2.5 Image processing and bead
counting algorithm

Using the radiographs generated in this study and the manual

counts of a human observer, a bead-counting algorithm was

developed, within IDL (Exelis Visual Information Solutions,

Bracknell, United Kingdom). The software allows the user to load

X-ray radiographs and rapidly select the area of interest containing

the beads through a graphical user interface, and the number of

beads within the user-defined area is automatically counted. The

image processing is conducted stepwise through the following steps

and visually demonstrated in Figures 2A–F. Each X-ray file stored

as .jpg is individually read and the region of interest (ROI)

containing beads is selected (Figure 2A). The median filtered

image (31 x 31 kernel) is subtracted from the original image to

highlight the beads (Figure 2B). The pixel values were then

standardized to range from zero to one by subtracting the

minimum values and diving by the maximum value. A threshold

was set to 0.25 to discriminate the bimodal distributions of pixels

originating from beads or other materials in the X-ray image

(Figure 2C). Lastly, irregular shaped objects were removed using a

convolution with a circular kernel (diameter 7 pixels), followed by a

threshold and label region operation. Irregular objects will then
FIGURE 1

Graphical summary of each of the three sequential experiments conducted to adapt and assess the use of the X-ray method in Atlantic salmon.
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have few pixels and can be removed (Figure 2D). All remaining

objects in the ROI are then counted and counted objects are shown

in blue with a red outline (Figure 2E). The user-defined area is then

reproduced in a separate window with the potential beads overlayed

in blue with a red outline. The user can successively view the image

after each step in the image processing software Figures 2A–E, and

can also juxtapose the original radiograph with the image-processed

radiograph to manually correct the count in the case of errors

(Figure 2F). For example, two overlayed beads might only be

detected as one bead.
2.6 Experiment 1: Calibration of bead
count to feed mass and sources of error

Radio-opaque feed samples with ten different known masses

were obtained using a calibrated digital mass balance (Mettler

AE260 DeltaRange analytical balance; Mettler, Toledo,

Switzerland). The mass balance has an operational range of 50

mg to 205 g with an estimated standard deviation of 0.1 mg on

each measurement. Three repeated feed samples were prepared for

each mass of the ten masses in the calibration series which ranged

from 0.2 g to 2.2 grams in increments of 0.2 g (i.e. 10 masses in

triplicate adding up to a total of 30 feed samples). The chosen

range of feed masses is approximately the expected feed intake per

day of individual salmon in the freshwater phase from parr to

smolt. The feed samples were placed in a sealable plastic bag

and labeled.

First (Experiment 1) an estimate of different sources of variation

in the number of beads counted was obtained by X-raying each feed

sample twice with the standard exposure setting, during which each

sample was removed from the sample area and then vigorously

agitated before placing it back on the radiograph plate for taking the
Frontiers in Animal Science 04
next radiograph; and thereafter twice with the maximum exposure

setting ‘zoom’ using the same remove/replace procedure. This

followed a nested design as proposed by (Gjerde and

Martens, 1987).

The same human observer manually counted the number of

beads for each feed sample and recorded the amount of time taken

to count the beads in each of the samples. The same human

observer then used the bead counting algorithm to predict the

number of beads for each feed sample and recorded the time taken

to do so for each of the samples.

2.6.1 Statistical analysis of experiment 1
Variance components for the effect of feed mass, feed sample

nested within feed mass, exposure setting nested within feed sample

and feed mass, and the repeated position of each feed sample within

exposure setting and feed mass on the bead counts from the manual

counting and the software counting were analyzed using the

following bivariate linear mixed model (Eq. 1) by Mixed

Procedure of SAS (ver. 9.4; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC):

½ymijkl
 ysijkl � =  m0 +  ai + sij +   gijk +   ϵijkl (Eq: 1)

where ymijkl and ysijkl are the manual and software bead count,

respectively of lth (l = 1, 2) replicate bead count of the kth exposure

setting (k = 1, 2), of jth feed sample (j=1, 2 or 3) and of ith feed mass

(j = 1, 2,…, 10). The random effects of feed mass (a), feed sample

(s), and exposure setting (g ) are assumed to be normally distributed

around a mean of zero with variances structure ~ND(0, Is 2
a ), ~ND

(0, Is 2
s ) and ~ND(0, Is 2

g ), respectively. Similarly, the residual error

term; i.e., the effect of the lth repeated position of the jth feed sample

and the ith feed mass, is assumed to be ~ND(0, Is 2
ϵ ). The estimated

variance components were used to calculate the intraclass or

repeatability coefficient for:
D

A

B

E F

C

FIGURE 2

Schematic of image analysis steps used in bead counting (A) define the region of interest, (B) Median filtered image, (C) Standardized pixel range
from 0 to 1 and apply a threshold of 0.25, (D) Remove irregular objects using a circular kernel of 7 pixels. (E) Count remaining objects and overlay
counted objects on the original image in blue with red outline, (F) supervised bead count correction.
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mass rsample = s2
a=(s

2
a + s 2

s + s 2
g + ϵ2), (Eq: 2)

exposure rexp = (s 2
a + s 2

s )=(s
2
a + s 2

s + s 2
g + ϵ2), (Eq: 3)

position rpos = (s 2
a   +  s 2

s + s 2
g )=(s

2
a + s 2

s + s 2
g + ϵ2) : (Eq: 4)

The correlation coefficient between the manual and software

bead counts was calculated as r = sam,ai
samsai

, where the subscript m and

i represent the parameter estimates for the manual and the image

analysis counting, respectively.

The parameter estimates of the calibration equations of feed

mass on bead counts in feed were obtained separately for each

method of counting as the linear regression of average bead count

on the feed mass of the 10x3 feed samples.
2.7 Experiment 2: Passage rate and
optimization of feeding times

Seven different groups offish (n = 10 per group) were created by

a combination of different lengths (9 hours) versus short (6 hours)

feeding regimes, over a single day or two consecutive days, and

varying the time between the start of feeding and the X-ray

measurements. The fish were anesthetized using M-222 (Finquel,

USA) 160mg/L, then X-ray imaged, and returned to a separate

oxygenated tank for recovery to anesthesia. The same manual

observer then used the bead counting algorithm to count the total

number of beads in the gastrointestinal tract and the distal intestine

of each of the X-rayed fish. The percentage of the total beads within

the distal intestine was used as a proxy for the passage rate.

2.7.1 Statistical analysis of experiment 2
The differences in the percentage of beads in the distal intestine

between the seven treatment groups were estimated using a nested

ANOVA with treatment groups nested within feeding regimes. This

was then followed by post hocmultiple comparisons correction by the

Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).
2.8 Experiment 3: Repeatability of feed
intake in Atlantic salmon

A randomly sampled subset of 30 fish, 15 in one tank and 15 in

another tank were repeatedly X-rayed on three occasions, each over

two consecutive days. This resulted in measurements corresponding

to days 1 & 2, days 43 & 44, and days 70 & 71, between 6 October
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and 15 December 2020. The body weights of the fish (mean ± SD)

were 81.5 ± 14.9, 200 ± 37.6, and 300 ± 61.7 grams, at each

measurement respectively. Based on the findings of experiment 2,

the fish on each of the three occasions were X-rayed within 11 hours

of first being offered feed on a 6-hour feeding regime. The same

manual observer then used the bead counting algorithm to count

the total number of beads in the gastrointestinal tract of each of the

X-rayed fish. The number of beads was then converted to estimated

feed intake in grams per day using the prediction (calibration)

equation from experiment 1.

2.8.1 Statistical analysis of experiment 3
A repeatability animal model was run using linear mixed effect

models with AI-REML in DMU v6.5 (Madsen and Jensen, 2014) of

the following form:

yijk =  m0 +  Tanki +  Dayij + ak +   eijk (Eq: 5)

Where yijk is the trait of interest (feed intake, body length, body

weight), Tanki is the fixed effect of tank (I = 1, 2), Dayij is the fixed

effect of day of recording within tank (j = 1, 2, 3) and ak is the

random effect of the kth animal ~ ND (0,Is2
a ) where I is an identity

matrix and s 2
a the individual random variation due to animal

(inter-individual variance), and eijkis the random residual term ~

ND (0, Is 2
e ); i.e. the intra-individual variance due to random error.

A fixed linear regression of the time of X-ray within the sampling

day was tested, but was not statistically significant for any of the

three variables (p > 0.05; results not shown). Repeatability or

intraclass correlation; i.e. the correlation among the three

repeated feed intake, body length, or body weight measurements

on the same animals, was computed with the following equation

using the variance components estimated in Eq. 5

r = s 2
a =(s

2
a + s 2

e ) : (Eq: 6)
3 Results

3.1 Experiment 1: Calibration of bead count
to feed mass and sources of error

In general, manual counting by a human observer or algorithm

counting of counting beads were extremely similar both for

accuracy (mean) and precision (standard deviation) over the 30

feed samples (Table 1). The ranking of the 10 feed masses for bead

count was identical between the methods as seen by the correlation

coefficient close to unity (Table 1). Both methods predominately
TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics for bead counts using manual and image algorithm counting across the ten different masses of feed, the two X-ray
exposure settings, and the positioning of the two feed samples on the X-ray plate.

Counting method

Descriptive statistics Variance components Intraclass correlation coefficients

Mean ± SD Min–Max Mass Sample Exposure Residual rsample rexp rpos

Manual 111.8 ± 58.8 13–224 3678 36.25 23.11 23.55 0.980 ± 0.010 0.989 ± 0.005 0.995 ± 0.003

Image 113.8 ± 60.0 13–214 3865 29.15 3.86 8.32 0.991 ± 0.005 0.997 ± 0.001 0.998 ± 0.001
rsample = repeatability of masses of feed, rexp = repeatability of X-ray exposure setting within masses and rpos = repeatability of positioning within masses and exposure setting.
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captured variation in different amounts of feed mass, with feed mass

explaining 97.8% of the variation in manual counts and 98.9% of the

variation in algorithm counts. Both methods were largely unaffected

by radiograph exposure or the random positioning of the beads

within the feed sample at X-ray, as seen by the close-to-unity

intraclass correlation coefficients for samples, exposure settings,

and position for both the manual and algorithm counting (Table 1).

The parameter estimates of the calibration equations for

converting the number of beads counted in the X-ray to feed

mass are given in Table 2. Both methods had very similar

intercepts and slopes with the algorithm method having

marginally lower standard errors and explaining a marginally

larger variation of the total bead counts (R2 = 0.98) as compared

to the manual counting (R2 = 0.97).

However, the counting times of the two methods differed

drastically (Figure 3). The time taken to count beads manually

increased linearly from 20 seconds to over 350 seconds per

radiograph with the increasing number of beads in the increasing

feed masses. Whilst for the Algorithm counting this remained

largely stable at approximately 54 seconds per image irrespective

of the number of beads or feed mass.
3.2 Experiment 2: Passage rate and
optimization of feeding times

The positive control group, where bead evacuation was known

to have occurred had 15.3% beads in the distal intestine after being

on a 9-hour feeding regime for two consecutive days (Table 3).

Importantly this group was not significantly different from the

groups fed on 9-hour feeding regimes and imaged 12.5–17 hours

after first being offered feed (17.1–20.5%). Demonstrating bead
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evacuation is likely to have occurred already at 12.5 hours after first

being offered feed. Interestingly, the groups fed over a 6-hour

feeding period and imaged 6.5–11 hours after first being offered

feed were not significantly different from each other (1.5–6.6%)

beads in the distal intestine but were significantly different from

those imaged 12.5 to 27 hours after first being offered feed

(Table 3; Figure 4).
3.3 Experiment 3: Repeatability of feed
intake in Atlantic salmon

At each of the three recordings feed intake showed larger

individual variation (CV 27–33%) than body weight (CV 18.3–

20.6%). Body length displayed the lowest coefficient of variation

(CV 6.7–7.1%) consistent with body length being a singular

dimension trait whilst feed intake and body weight are mass traits

with higher variation. All three traits were significantly repeatable

over the entire 70 day trial period (Table 4). Feed intake was the

least repeatable at (0.45 ± 0.11), followed by body weight (0.63 ±

0.09) and lastly length was very highly repeatable at 0.92 ± 0.02.
4 Discussion

4.1 Sources of error in manual counting

The accuracy of the X-ray method starts with accurately

estimating the feed mass to the number of radio-opaque markers,

and this is partly influenced by the degree of homogenous mixing of

the marker within the feed, manual counting by a human observer,

and the accuracy with which the mass of feed is measured (Jobling
TABLE 2 Calibration equations of feed mass from the number of beads for the manual or image algorithm counting methods in X-rays.

Trait Units Intercept ± S.E. Slope ± S.E. R2

Manual counting Count 2.10 ± 1.93 90.4 ± 1.41 0.97

Algorithm counting Count 2.20 ± 1.64 92.6 ± 1.21 0.98
frontiers
S.E. = standard error, R2 = coefficient of determination.
TABLE 3 The effect of the time of X-ray relative to the time of first being offered feed and the length of feeding regime for receiving the entire daily
ration of feed on the percentage of total beads in the distal intestine.

Days of
feeding

Feeding regime
(hrs)

The time between X-ray and first offer of
feed (hrs)

Beads in the distal intestine (%),
mean (SE)*

Coefficient of
variation (%)

2 9 27 15.3b (2.3) 48.4

1 9 17 20.5b (1.7) 21.1

1 9 12.5 17.1b (2.4) 45.0

1 6 11 5.5a (1.4) 83.3

1 6 10 6.6a (0.7) 34.8

1 6 8 2.4a (0.8) 108.6

1 6 6.5 1.5a (0.5) 93.3
* SE, Standard Error.
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et al., 2007). To investigate this, we X-rayed three replicated samples

of ten known feed masses across the range of 0.2 grams to 2.2 grams,

manually counted the markers for each of the 30 radiographs, and

estimated the marker-to-feed relationship. It was found that 97% of

the variation among the ten feed masses was explained by the

marker counts. This finding is congruent with previous studies in

salmonids (R2 = 0.90–0.99) (Talbot and Higgins, 1983; Kause et al.,

2006a; Handeland et al., 2008; Esmaeili et al., 2021). Since feed

pellets are three-dimensional objects which are captured in two

dimensions in the radiograph, we hypothesized that the positioning

of pellets in the radiograph may influence the marker counts as

beads higher in the pellet might obscure those located below.

Furthermore, we hypothesized that the exposure or zoom of the

X-ray may influence the human observer’s ability to count.

However, as the intraclass correlation coefficient for both position

and exposure were close to unity for both the manual and the image
Frontiers in Animal Science 07
analysis counting. Therefore the positioning, and exposure settings

can only be negligible sources of variation. Similarly, the intraclass

correlation for each combination of exposure setting, zoom, and

feed mass was also close to unity for both the manual and image

analysis counting which indicates that the accuracy of the recorded

sample masses within the ten different feed masses was very high. It

appears that the small deviation in the coefficient of determination

from 1 of the calibration equation for feed mass in the present study

must be attributed to other unknown sources of experimental error.

Thus, the current experimental conditions appear to be robust

against the abovementioned sources of errors.
4.2 Image analysis to improve throughput
and accuracy

Numerous applications which rely on manual counting by

human observers have reported systematic and random biases

due to observers, especially when numbers of markers are in the

order of magnitude of 102 or higher (for instance, counting salmon

lice (Lepeophtheirus salmonis) (Heuch et al., 2011; Elmoslemany

et al., 2013). A study estimating fry counts of European seabass

(Dicentrurchus labrax) by manual counting or from images, found

the human counting error for manual counting to be between 8 and

21% with increasing group sizes of fish from 100 to 3000

individuals, whilst human counting error from photographs

remained at around 1% regardless of group size (Chatain et al.,

1996). Typically, in the X-ray method the marker is included within

the feed to achieve a range of 30–300 markers per fish (Jobling et al.,

2007), which challenges human observers to be objective and

reproducible, especially under this time-consuming and tedious

task. The use of image analysis for marker counting has been limited

(Walker et al., 2012) and the comparison with manual counting for

accuracy, precision, and throughput has not been documented

before. Encouragingly we found that image analysis achieved very
FIGURE 3

Scatter plot of the time taken to count the beads from X-ray images
feed samples of increasing masses. (Manual counting times denoted
in orange by full circles. Image analysis algorithm counting times
denoted by triangles in grey).
FIGURE 4

X-ray images of Atlantic salmon with regions of interest selected for entire gastrointestinal tract (yellow), and distal intestine (red) at differing times
since first being offered feed containing radio-opaque beads (A) 6.5 hours since being offered feed (B) 11 hours since first being offered feed and
(C) 27 hours since first being offered feed. The image is altered to fit all three radiographs in one image.
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similar results as manual counting, albeit with marginally

better performance.

The largest advantage of using image analysis for counting

markers appears to be the time saved, particularly when the number

of markers is large (Figure 3). In applications where thousands of

fish need to be X-rayed and the markers counted, e.g. large-scale

genetic cohorts or commercial-scale feeding trials, the time taken by

human observers to accurately count markers is prohibitive. While

it is possible to save time by reducing the number of markers in the

feed, this increases the uncertainty in the calibration equation,

particularly at the lower levels of the range and around the

intercept negatively impacting the accuracy (McArdle, 2003).

Thus, there is a trade-off in total method accuracy between

increasing markers in the feed to ensure calibration equation

accuracy and increased counting burden which may reduce

manual counting accuracy and counting times. This trade-off is

largely overcome by employing image analysis and thus large-scale

evaluations of aquaculture species for feed intake with the X-ray

method are feasible.
4.3 Optimizing X-ray imaging time with
salmon feeding times

The X-ray method requires that the markers are retained within

the gastrointestinal tract for some time between the end of the

feeding period and the time of X-ray imaging. If any markers are

lost through the feces by the time the fish is X-rayed, this will lead to

an underestimation of the feed intake (Jobling et al., 2007).

Furthermore, if the goal is to determine the daily feed intake of

Atlantic salmon, then the entire daily feed ration needs to be

delivered over a reduced feeding period before the X-ray.

However, if the feeding period is too short the feed intake

estimate may not reflect the ‘true’ daily feed intake, and if the

start of the feeding period and time until X-ray imaging is too long

there may be defecation of markers and thus an underestimation of

daily feed intake.

Several studies investigated the use of the X-ray method for

quantifying individual feed intake or gastric evacuation and

intestinal passage rates in Atlantic salmon (Talbot and Higgins,

1983), arctic charr (Jobling et al., 1993), and Atlantic cod (dos

Santos and Jobling, 1991). However, this was not done to

optimize the X-ray method for Atlantic salmon. From these

previous studies, it is clear the rate of passage of the marker

through the digestive tract and evacuation are affected by

factors including water temperature, feed, marker type, and

the size and life stage of the fish (Jobling et al., 1993;

Storebakken et al., 1999; Handeland et al., 2008; Hatlen et al.,

2015). This highlights the need to optimize the feeding period

and X-ray times for each species under typical rearing

conditions. The above-mentioned studies did indicate that

feed can be evacuated in the range of 9 to 18 hours after the

first offering of feed in juvenile salmonids.

In experiment 2, the percentage of feed in the distal intestine

was lowest (1.5–6.6%) in groups of fish X-rayed between 6.5 and 11

hours after first being offered feed on a 6-hour feeding regime
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(Figure 4). Although within this time frame the percentage of beads

in the distal intestine was very low, the loss of markers through feces

can still occur. Interestingly there was substantial individual

variation in the passage rate of markers to the distal intestine (CV

= 21.1–108.6%), but these estimates must be interpreted with care as

they can be affected by the time the fish started to feed within the

feeding period. Thus, differences between individuals reflect not

only the rate of passage but also the fish’s feed requirement and

feeding times within the actual feeding regime. Based on the time

taken to X-ray image fish in the current experimental setting we

estimate it is possible to image up to 400 Atlantic salmon within

6.5–11 hours of first being offered feed on a 6-hour feeding regime.

Thus, genetic evaluations of thousands of individual Atlantic

salmon are feasible if multiple tanks of hundreds of fish are used

over consecutive days.
4.4 Ranking individual Atlantic salmon for
feed intake

In many applications, it is of interest to rank individual fish

based on their feed intake, for instance, to obtain an estimate of

their feed efficiency. The X-ray method offers a single ‘snapshot’

measurement each time a fish is X-rayed, and it is not feasible to X-

ray fish too frequently without impairing growth and appetite due

to handling stress. Moreover, earlier studies in arctic charr

(Salvelinus alpinus) found the intra-individual variation for daily

feed intake with the X-ray method to be much larger than for body

weight (Jobling et al., 1989), indicating a single snapshot

measurement is unlikely to be representative of the entire growth

period. Several authors have estimated the repeatability of feed

intake measurements over a growth period in other salmonids.

Repeatability can take a value between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates all

variance is between individuals and thus ranking of individuals is

consistent over replicated measurements and 0 indicates all

variation is within individuals and thus ranking is inconsistent.

The repeatability estimate also gives the theoretical upper limit for

heritability (Falconer and Mackay, 1996; Wolak et al., 2012).

Comparing repeatability estimates between studies is challenging,

as the estimate is specific to the individual variation within the

population under study, the measurement errors associated with

phenotyping methods, the number of repeated measurements, and

the number of days between these.

Nonetheless, studies have found the repeatability of feed intake

using the X-ray method to be low (0.09–0.32) (Kause et al., 2006a;

Grima et al., 2008). In the most comprehensive study to date,

(Kause et al., 2006a) X-rayed rainbow trout (n=405-639) on nine

occasions, corresponding to three consecutive weekly

measurements for fish at three different mean body weights of

140, 750, and 2000 grams over approximately 488 days. In that

study, the repeatability of feed intake was between 0.09 and 0.32,

whilst repeatability for body weight was between 0.69 and 0.96

(Kause et al., 2006a). Similarly, (Grima et al., 2008) found the

repeatability of feed intake using the X-ray method to be low (r =

0.13 ± 0.06) for 365 rainbow trout originating from 10 clonal lines

X-rayed on three occasions over a 43-day growth period. In a study
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where the feed intake of Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) (n =

102) in aquaria was video recorded, by counting the number of

pellets consumed by each individual at each meal, the estimated

repeatability of feed intake was r = 0.42 over 10 days. Encouragingly,

in the present study of Atlantic salmon, we found feed intake to be

significantly and moderately repeatable (r = 0.45 ± 0.11) when

recorded three times over a 70-day growth period. In agreement

with the trend of previous studies, the repeatability estimate of body

weight over the same period was higher (r = 0.63 ± 0.09). Whilst it is

not possible to determine the cause of the increased repeatability in

the current study, it may be due to a combination of technological

improvements in digital X-ray over the last decades and the use of

image analysis for counting markers.

In the study of Kause et al. (2006a), they found that taking the

average feed intake over three consecutive weeks increased the

repeatability from 0.1 to 0.25 for fish fed a normal protein diet and

from 0.3 to 0.56 for fish fed a high protein diet. This is because the

variance around repeated measurements which are replicated

closely in time (temporally) reflects to a large extent

measurement error (imprecision), which is reduced through

taking an average of replicate measurements (Kause et al.,

2006a; Adolph and Hardin, 2007; Difford et al., 2018; Difford

et al., 2021). The proportional reduction in the total variance due

to reducing the intra-individual variance by taking an average of

several replicates is given by 100-100 × ((1+ r(n-1))/n) (Falconer

and Mackay, 1996; Kause et al., 2006a) where r is the repeatability

and n is the number of repeated measurements. Thus, lower

repeatability traits (r) gain a proportionally higher reduction in

intra-individual variance by increasing the number of replicate

measurements. Kause et al. (2006a) found theoretical evidence,

using another form of this equation (r_ave=nr/((1+ (n-1)r))), that

6 replicate measurements were needed per recording period to

obtain a repeatability of 0.42 for the normal protein diet and 0.72

for the high protein diet. In the present study, we found a

repeatability of 0.45 with three measurements over 70 days, and

would theoretically need four measurements to obtain a

repeatability of 0.77 and five measurements for a repeatability of

0.80. The comparatively lower number of repeated measurements

required to obtain repeatability estimates comparable to those of

body weight is encouraging. However, it is important to note that

there are biological limitations to increasing the number of

repeated X-ray measurements. This is related to observations of

the feed and waste spill that indicated that it took more than one

week for the fish group to obtain feed intake to levels before each

X-ray recording. Hence increasing the number of X-ray records

cannot exceed the time taken for feed intake to return to pre-X-

ray levels.
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Image analysis for counting beads was found to be very accurate

and similar to that of manual counting (R2 = 0.98) but was between

1 – 6 times faster than manual counting. The position of feed pellets

on the X-ray and the X-ray exposure setting resulted in negligible

errors in the bead count. For the first time, the X-ray method was

found to be feasible for recording feed intake in Atlantic salmon

with minimal loss of markers through defecation, by imaging them

between 6.5 and 11 hours after first being fed the feed containing

radio-opaque beads. Crucially, feed intake was significantly

repeatable (0.45 ± 0.11) over the 70-day growth period, indicating

the method can be used to rank fish for feed intake and may hold

promise as a phenotype in genetic evaluations and other

applications where fish are ranked for feed intake and/or

feed efficiency.
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